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INTRODUCTION
For most Tennesseans, work is central to life
and livelihood. Work is the sole source of
income and the sole means of access to health
insurance for many Tennessee families. Across
a range of political traditions and
perspectives, work is considered fundamental
to human dignity and autonomy. 

This report examines the work-related legal
needs of Tennessee workers and the legal
resources available to them. It highlights
work-related legal needs that arose during the
pandemic, when many low-wage Tennessee
workers were forced to make excruciating
decisions about how to balance their
economic security and their health in a
confusing and unsettled legal landscape.

As the public health crisis precipitated by the
virus continues to evolve, the systemic gaps
the pandemic revealed in low-wage workers’
access to legal information and legal
protections persist.

The data and analysis presented in this report
can serve to open and inform conversations
within and among the civil justice community,
government agencies, and the private bar
about the unmet legal needs of low-wage
workers in the state. We hope that it will
provide a foundation for further development
and exploration of resources to address these
unmet needs.
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Compared to other states, Tennessee has a high concentration of low-wage jobs and
working poor families.
Employment-related problems constitute a small but steady category of requests for pro
bono legal assistance in the state.
Low-wage workers face barriers identifying and acting upon their work-related legal
problems. 
Many Tennesseans who have lost their jobs are desperate for assistance navigating the
state’s unemployment system.  
Work-related legal problems are often intertwined with issues of health, safety, and family. 
Pro bono employment-related legal resources in Tennessee are extremely scarce. 
Many low-wage workers’ employment claims, particularly workers’ compensation claims,
are not economically viable for private attorneys. 

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
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BACKGROUND
Low-Wage Workers and Workplace Protections in Tennessee
Issues of work, health, economic security, and access to justice in Tennessee are deeply intertwined. Like many 
other social and economic relationships in the contemporary United States, work relationships in Tennessee are 
governed by a complex web of federal and state public and private laws. However, many Tennessee workers—
especially low-wage ones with limited economic power—face barriers to understanding and invoking these 
laws as they navigate their work lives. In contrast to other civil justice issues, the onus is generally on workers to 
initiate the legal process to address work-related legal problems. When the rights of a low-wage worker are 
violated, the worker often does not have the information, money, or time to vindicate their right. Low-wage 
workers and their families are at heightened risk of economic insecurity and associated civil justice problems, 
such as eviction and medical and consumer debt.¹  Low-wage workers are also at heightened risk compared to 
higher-paid workers for suffering violations of workplace laws, and these violations in turn can serve 
to deepen their economic vulnerability.2

Low-Wage Workers in Tennessee

Tennessee has some of the highest poverty rates and highest concentrations of low-wage jobs in the United 
States. Roughly one in four Tennessee jobs are low-wage—i.e., they are occupations whose median 
annual pay is less than the poverty threshold for a family of four.3  The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
estimates that 25,000 workers in Tennessee were paid at or below the federal minimum wage of 
$7.25/hour in 2020.4      More than one in three Tennessee families with at least one wage earner live 
below 200% of the federal poverty line.5       According to an analysis of 2019 U.S. Census data by the 
Sycamore Institute, more than one in ten adults and nearly one in five children in Tennessee live in 
poverty.6         Close to one in three unemployed adults in Tennessee live below the below the poverty 
line.7

Race and gender-based disparities are also persistent features of the Tennessee labor market. In 
2019, Tennessee women working full-time had median weekly earnings of $739.00, just 78% of the 
$945.00 median weekly earnings of their male counterparts.8           As of 2016, the average non-citizen 
worker in Tennessee earned roughly $563.00 per week—just 54% of the state average of $1,027.00 per 
week. 9        In the third quarter of 2020, the rate of unemployment among African American workers in 
Tennessee was 50% higher than that of white workers.10
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TABLE 1: Tennessee Earnings and Poverty Statistics

Hourly Wage (median)11

Household income, annual (median)12

Women's weekly median wage as a percentage 
of men's weekly median wage13

Poverty Rate – All Persons14

Child Poverty Rate – Ages 0-1715

Decrease in Poverty Rate from 2016 to 2019 
in percentage points16

TENNESSEE UNITED STATES TENNESSEE
RANK

$18.00 $20.17 40th

$56,047 $65,712 43rd

36th

41st

40th

42nd

78.20%

13.80%

19.40%

0.4

81.50%

12.30%

16.80%

1.4

The COVID-19 pandemic hit low-wage workers in Tennessee hard. These workers were both 
more likely to hold “essential” jobs that could not be performed remotely and more likely to 
work in sectors such as retail and hospitality that experienced heavy job losses due to the 
pandemic.17 Unemployment rates in Tennessee surged in 2020 to heights not seen in decades.18 
Applications for unemployment benefits soared, overwhelming an under-resourced state 
unemployment system.19 While many states adopted proactive policies to mitigate the 
economic and health effects of the pandemic on essential and unemployed workers, Tennessee 
generally demurred. For example, the state governor and legislature declined to take steps to 
ensure that workers who contracted COVID-19 on the job would have access to workers’ 
compensation benefits; did not waive cost sharing for COVID-19 treatment; and continued to 
resist expanding Medicaid.20

Earnings and poverty statistics in Tennessee do not compare favorably to other U.S. states and are well below
the national average. Table 1 shows many critical statistics—hourly wages, household incomes, poverty rates—
revealing that Tennessee falls in the bottom ten U.S. states in most economic well-being measures. The
connection between work and poverty is borne out in the data for Tennesseans.
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As Tennessee and the nation transition to another phase of the pandemic, it is important not to lose sight of 
what the first year of the crisis revealed: for many Tennesseans, work is precarious, and so are the fundamental 
economic and health benefits that accompany it. It is imperative that stakeholders throughout the state 
develop strategies to expand the provision of legal support and resources for low-wage workers.

Shortcomings of Rights Enforcement for Low-Wage Workers

Workers in Tennessee enjoy certain employment rights and workplace protections, but too often these rights 
and protections exist only on the books. 

Spotty enforcement of the most basic of workplace protections—the right to be paid minimum wage—is 
illustrative. Tennessee has no state-level minimum wage protections, but it does have a “Wage Regulations Act” 
that prohibits employers from engaging in certain unfair wage practices such as unauthorized 
paycheck deductions and withholding an employee’s last paycheck.21  Additionally, most workers in 
Tennessee are entitled to the protections of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, which guarantees a 
minimum wage of $7.25/hour and overtime pay for hourly employees.22

Workers who have been subjected to violations of these laws may file complaints with either the Tennessee 
Department of Labor and Workforce Development or with the U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour 
Division. Neither agency has a mandate nor the resources to pursue and vindicate each complaint alleging 
violations of these statutes, however, so a worker who seeks public enforcement can only hope that 
the agency will decide to investigate her claim and take action to recover her unpaid wages.23   Worse, 
there is no private enforcement option available to workers under Tennessee’s Wage Regulations 
Act. 24  There is a private enforcement option under the FLSA, but because of the relatively small 
damages associated with these claims and the heavy burden the plaintiff-employee carries in 
proving their claim in federal court, these cases are rarely economically viable for the private bar 
unless they identify a large number of affected employees. 

Enforcement of such basic wage and hour rights is critical yet lacking. Good Jobs First, a research 
organization that tracks workplace violations, reports over 1,700 settled wage and hour violations 
within Tennessee since 2000. 25       These include multi-million-dollar settlements, pursued by the 
federal Wage and Hour Division of the Department of Labor. These 1,700 wage and hour violations do 
not include the countless wage and hour violations that go unpursued or that are recouped by private 
causes of action. Each wage and hour violation carries large economic consequences for workers. 
One study found that Tennessee workers who experienced a minimum wage violation in the past 
month lost an average of $1.80 from their hourly wage, representing wage theft of nearly a quarter of 
their hourly pay rate.26



Despite the centrality of work to ordinary Tennesseans’ lives and the existence of a complex body of law 
governing employment relationships, we know little about whether and how Tennesseans experience work-
related legal problems or seek legal help to address them. What we do know is concerning. National legal needs 
studies consistently identify work-related problems as a significant area of unmet legal need for low- 
and moderate-income individuals.27     A study of the legal needs of rural Tennesseans found that the 
working poor experience more legal issues than those not a part of the labor market.28  And reports 
from the past year indicate that workers in the state and across the country struggled to understand 
and exercise their workplace rights in the pandemic, as well as to access protections for injured and 
sick workers, or those who lose their jobs through no fault of their own.29

 In 2020-2021, students in Vanderbilt’s Worker Advocacy Practicum collaborated with the Tennessee 
Alliance for Legal Services (TALS) to address the work-related legal needs of ordinary Tennesseans in 
the pandemic. 30      As part of that collaboration, TALS shared with Vanderbilt data regarding work-
related calls from its statewide helpline and online legal answers program.31  This  section  presents 
an analysis of that data. Students in the Worker Advocacy Practicum also conducted an informal 
survey of various civil legal services providers and community groups that interact with low-wage 
workers to gather their front-line perspectives on Tennessee low-wage workers’ legal needs and to 
identify legal resources available to them. This section also presents themes that emerged from that 
survey. 

Work-Related Legal Needs Data from TALS’ HELP4TN and Online Free Legal Answers

In fall 2020 and spring 2021, Vanderbilt students analyzed employment and unemployment-related 
calls to HELP4TN and questions submitted to TALS’ Tennessee Free Legal Answers program. This 
analysis does not purport to present a comprehensive picture of employment-related legal needs in 
the state, as it is based solely on those individuals who identified their work-related problems as legal 
ones and took action by contacting the TALS statewide helpline and web-based services. National 
data on civil justice issues suggests that Americans may be particularly unlikely to seek legal 
assistance for their work-related legal problems, compared to other categories of civil legal issues.32 
Nevertheless, the data provides important insight on the types of legal problems ordinary 
Tennesseans experience in their work lives, particularly during the unsettled period of the COVID-19 
pandemic.
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Work-related questions made up a small but steady segment of HELP4TN calls in 2020-2021 

Between April 2020 and April 2021, HELP4TN received 248 calls regarding employment and unemployment-

related legal issues, representing about 4.8% of the total call volume during that period. Employment-related

calls increased as a percentage of total call volume in April 2020 and then in the final three months of 2020. It is

possible that these call volume increases reflected workers’ struggles to navigate shutdowns and health

concerns in the early days of the pandemic and again during the winter surge of 2020. 
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TABLE 2: Calls received by HELP4TN
April 2020 through April 2021

Apr-21 272 8 3%
Mar-21 339 17 5%
Feb-21 330 18 5%
Jan-21 292 12 4%
Dec-20 287 21 7%
Nov-20 336 21 6%
Oct-20 482 27 6%
Sep-20 385 10 3%
Aug-20 433 26 6%
Jul-20 554 15 3%
Jun-20 532 22 4%
May-20 421 22 5%
Apr-20 499 29 6%

All Calls Employment
Law Calls

Total 5162 248 5%

Employment Law
as a % of Total
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Individuals sought assistance for a diverse range of work-related problems, with wrongful
termination and unemployment assistance being the most common

Vanderbilt students analyzed 237 HELP4TN employment-related calls and 88 Free Legal Answer submissions for 
the period September 2019-August 2020 and found that individuals sought help for a diverse range of work-
related issues. Figure 1a reports the percentage breakdown by category of employment hotline calls 
and online answer submissions over the year period from September 2019 through August 2020.33 
Figure 1b reports the absolute numbers of these calls and answers.

Figure 1A: TALS Employment Calls & Answers
September 2019 through August 2020
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The largest two categories of employment-related legal issues were wrongful termination34    and 
unemployment benefits.      The loss of a job is a significant life event that can threaten the economic 
security and well-being of an individual and family. Unemployment benefits are often the only 
means by which a worker can sustain an income in the aftermath of such a loss. The next two largest 
categories of issues were job-related discrimination and workplace injuries, each of which are also 
associated with adverse economic, psychological, and health consequences for workers.
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Figure 1B: TALS Employment Calls & Answers
September 2019 through August 2020
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Work-related problems are often intertwined with issues of health, safety, and family

Of the 473 people with employment issues who called into the HELP4TN hotline or who messaged with an 
attorney over Tennessee Free Legal Answers, 40 people had issues regarding a workplace injury, 23 had 
questions about a health or disability accommodation, and 34 had discussions about family or medical leave. 
Overall, one fifth of all callers had a work-related issue that directly impacted their safety, health, or family 
through these three channels.

The connections between health, work, and economic security mean that a problem in one area can 
cascade rapidly into others. The situation facing one HELP4TN caller, Melissa,35   illustrates these 
connections. Melissa is a single mother and retail worker from east Tennessee who has worked for the 
same employer for years. She suffers from chronic medical issues that have flared up in recent 
months, causing her to request time off for diagnostic and therapy appointments. She contacted 
HELP4TN after her supervisor suggested that he might remove her from the shift schedule 
indefinitely due to her medical conditions. She was terrified that she could lose her job and income, 
and that she and her teenage son could as a result face eviction from their Section 8 housing. 

Connections between work and health can arise from safety issues associated with jobs themselves. Data from 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that Tennesseans suffered 70,300 recorded injuries in the workplace in 2019, 
including 36,200 injuries that forced the worker to take days offs, restrict their job performance, or 
transfer to a different job.36    This comes out to a rate of 2.9% of workers in Tennessee suffering injuries 
at work in 2019, and 1.5% of whom lost time due to their injury.37 

These workplace injuries are not isolated, contained incidents, but often longstanding economic problems for 
workers and their families. For example, Bill has been a maintenance worker for a west Tennessee factory for 
years. He fell off a ladder in early 2020 and injured his knee. His supervisor, who witnessed the accident, did not 
provide him with a panel of doctors as required by Tennessee workers’ compensation law but provided him 
with some ointment for joint pain. Bill went to a doctor on his own and learned his knee was fractured and 
would require surgery. Bill was also subjected to derogatory racial comments by his supervisor and co-workers 
and filed a charge of discrimination on his own with the EEOC. Bill reached out to HELP4TN to get advice about 
how to navigate the workers’ compensation and the EEOC process without losing his job.
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Many callers sought assistance navigating the state’s unemployment system

Figure 2 indicates that TALS calls on unemployment benefits shot up following the pandemic beginning in
March 2020 and stayed high in each following month. These increased calls on unemployment benefits are tied
to both a prolonged drop in statewide employment and an overwhelmed unemployment benefits system.

Figure 2: TALS Employment Calls & Answers
September 2019 through August 2020

Summary of Informal Interviews with Service Providers and Community Groups 

The basic trends reflected in the TALS data were borne out in spring 2021 VLS practicum student
interviews with legal services providers and community groups across the state as well. The
state’s four LSC-funded legal aid providers generally reported receiving fewer requests for
assistance in work-related matters then other civil legal matters, such as family and housing-
related issues. Outside of unemployment-related legal needs, LSC programs reported varying 



levels of demand for employment-related legal services. The Legal Aid Society of Middle Tennessee and the 
Cumberlands (LASMTC) reports regularly—on approximately a daily basis—receiving requests for 
employment-related legal assistance.38     Memphis Area Legal Services (MALS) reports receiving such 
requests on approximately a monthly basis, while Legal Aid of East Tennessee (LAET) and West 
Tennessee Legal Services (WTLS) report receiving those requests less frequently.39      The programs all 
reported a marked increase in calls regarding unemployment problems during the pandemic and 
some reported an uptick in other employment-related requests for help as well. For example, 
between the spring of 2020 and spring of 2021 LASMTC saw a rise in unemployment cases, issues 
involving health and safety issues in the workplace, and paid/unpaid leave questions.40

Conversations with other community organizations and legal services agencies reveal persistent work-related 
legal needs in low-wage worker populations across the state as well. For example, Southern Migrant Legal 
Services staff report regularly receiving requests for help or advice from Tennessee workers—often, 
but not exclusively, noncitizen workers—who are not eligible for SMLS services.41     Frequently, these 
workers are seeking assistance accessing workers’ compensation following a workplace injury. 

Tennessee Justice for Our Neighbors, which exclusively provides immigration-related legal services, reports that 
it receives requests for assistance or referrals from workers who believe that they have not been paid properly, 
that they have been wrongfully terminated, and/or who have been injured at work and need 
assistance navigating the workers’ compensation process.42  Workers’ Dignity, a Nashville-based 
workers’ center that uses organizing to build power and improve the working conditions of low-
wage workers in middle Tennessee, reports being contacted by and witnessing workers 
experiencing employment-related legal problems extremely frequently.43     Employment-related 
rights violations are very common in the construction and hospitality sectors in which its members 
work. The most common legal problems Workers’ Dignity reported amongst the low-wage, largely 
immigrant population it serves were wage violations and a lack of access to workers’ 
compensation.44    During the pandemic, the organization noted significant increase in wage issues 
and COVID-related workplace safety concerns.
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Though many low-wage workers in Tennessee encounter legal problems that threaten their 
economic security and even their health, the legal resources available to them are limited. As 
described in the previous section,  practicum students spoke with representatives of legal aid 
programs and community organizations across the state in spring 2021 in an effort to supplement 
TALS data on legal needs and to identify low-cost and pro bono legal resources available to low-wage 
Tennessee workers. The picture that emerged from this effort is one of a patchwork of resources and 
referrals between the private bar, legal aid programs, and government agencies. This reality is 
unsurprising, given the well-documented access to civil justice gap in the state and its relatively low 
ratio of legal aid attorneys per eligible residents.45 

Tennessee’s LSC-funded programs provide valuable employment-related legal assistance
to workers in need, but are constrained by eligibility restrictions and resource limitations 

Tennessee’s four Legal Services Corporation-funded programs are the frontline free civil legal 
services providers in the state and also the backbone of the state’s civil justice community. Tennessee 
is also home to Southern Migrant Legal Services (SMLS), a satellite office of a Texas-based LSC 
program, Texas RioGrande Legal Aid. SMLS provides legal services to migrant agricultural workers in 
six southeastern states. Like all LSC-funded entities, the Tennessee-based programs are subject to 
restrictions in terms of the clients they may serve. In general, these programs cannot serve individuals 
with households greater than 125% of the poverty line or many categories of noncitizens. In addition 
to these eligibility restrictions that flow from federal LSC regulations, resource restrictions force the 
LSC-funded providers to turn away many eligible individuals who seek assistance. Legal Aid of East 
Tennessee, for example, provides services to only about 20% of individuals who seek assistance.46

All the LSC-funded programs in the state reported that they provide both brief advice and counsel 
and, when staff resources allow, extended representation in unemployment matters. They all 
reported an increase in calls regarding unemployment issues during the pandemic.47 

Tennessee LSC-funded programs’ capacity to handle work-related legal issues other than 
applications for unemployment benefits is generally more limited. Legal Aid of East Tennessee, West 
Tennessee Legal Services, 
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and Memphis Area Legal Services all reported that they take on few or no employment cases for 

extended representation.48     Instead, these organizations refer callers with discrimination, wage and 

hour, FMLA or other work-related problems or claims to government agencies such as the EEOC or DOL, 

or to local bar’s Lawyer Referral Services. Memphis Area Legal Services reports that it generally provides 

individuals with employment issues resources regarding mediation and assists in filing government 

forms.49 

LASMCT has a dedicated organization-wide employment law practice area headed by long-time legal 

aid attorney and FMLA expert Bill Bush. Attorneys associated with that practice area regularly provide 

representation in unemployment cases and in matters in which employees are working to negotiate 

with current employers to sustain their current employment in compliance with the law. These types of 

matters are generally less labor-intensive than wage and hour, discrimination, and family/medical 

leave claims that require administrative and judicial filings. In deciding whether to take on an 

employment matter that may require litigation, LASMTC attorneys evaluate the likelihood that a 

client’s case will generate attorney’s fees, which could make it more attractive to a private attorney.50 

With few exceptions, other pro bono legal resources for low-wage workers in Tennessee are
scarce 

For low-income individuals with employment-related legal needs who do not qualify for LSC-funded 

program services or whose cases are not accepted by LSC-funded programs, there are few other 

options in the state for ongoing free legal assistance. 

Disability Rights Tennessee provides advice and counsel and some extended representation in 

employment matters to individuals with disabilities, but currently has the capacity to do so only when 

the individual is a social security beneficiary. Southern Migrant Legal Services, a project of Texas 

RioGrande Legal Aid, provides advice and counsel and extended representation in employment-

related matters only to migrant agricultural workers who are also eligible for LSC-funded services. 

Neither Tennessee Justice Center nor the Community Legal Center, two important non-LSC-funded 

civil justice organizations in the state, provide employment-related legal services. 

In a promising recent development, TALS has partnered with the Tennessee Bureau of Workers’ 

Compensation to develop online self-help materials and a chat bot to guide self-represented workers’ 

compensation claimants through the administrative court process. However, the project does not 

involve the provision of legal assistance to unrepresented claimants. 216
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Many low-wage workers’ employment claims, particularly workers’ compensation claims,
are not economically viable for the private bar 

Historically, many legal aid providers and the bar have viewed employment claims as more likely than other civil 
justice needs to be met by private attorneys because of the possibility they could generate attorney’s fees or 
contingency fee recovery. However, statutory remedies that tie a plaintiff’s damages in part to past earnings or 
earnings potential make low-wage workers’ claims inherently less economically attractive to the private bar 
than those of higher-income earners. And in recent decades, legislative changes and shifts in courts’ treatment 
of employment claims have made many low-wage worker cases more challenging and less 
economically attractive for private attorneys across the U.S.51 

In Tennessee, these shifts are particularly apparent in the realm of workers’ compensation. Following a 2014 
overhaul of the state’s workers’ compensation statute that both raised the bar for workers seeking 
compensation for a workplace injury and imposed caps on attorneys’ fee recovery, many private attorneys 
stopped handling workers’ compensation cases. Approximately 40% of workers’ compensation claimants in 
disputed cases filed with the state’s administrative workers’ compensation board are now 
unrepresented. This percentage remains roughly constant throughout workers’ compensation 
adjudication process.52   The frequent pro se status of Tennessee workers seeking compensation for a 
workplace injury stands in stark contrast to that of employers, who are required by Tennessee Bureau 
of Workers’ Compensation Program Rules to have legal counsel in all workers’ compensation court 
proceedings.53  

Other features of Tennessee state law render other common low-wage worker claims economically 
unfeasible for private attorneys as well.54  Because Tennessee does not have any state minimum 
wage laws, the only legal remedies for a worker who is not paid for work performed are contract 
claims or an action based on the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Often, low-wage workers are 
owed “only” several thousand dollars in unpaid wages—a sum that can be of great significance to a 
low-wage worker, but is insufficient to make litigating a contract case on a contingency arrangement 
or filing a FLSA claim in federal court viable for a private attorney. 

In light of these realities, it makes sense for the state’s civil justice community to continue to explore 
possibilities for expanding pro bono resources for various categories of employment cases that are 
fee-generating on their 
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face but are in reality unlikely to be picked up by the private bar. Workers’ compensation cases that do not
involve severe permanent injuries clearly constitute one such category of cases, and indeed conversations are
underway across the state to begin to explore possibilities for law school and other pro bono resources for such
cases. It may also be useful to work towards regular opportunities for dialogue and exchange between
members of the plaintiffs’ employment bar and the legal aid community, so that each is informed about the
capacity and case selection criteria of the other.

TALS data reveal that few callers reported having received any legal or governmental
assistance for their work-related legal issue 

TALS data indicates that very few callers had been able to secure any legal assistance for their work-related legal
issue. A review of the HELP4TN data revealed that only 12 of 473 people who called or asked a question on
Tennessee Free Legal Answers, or 2.5%, for employment-related questions between September 2019 and
August 2020 indicated that they had received any legal assistance so far. Of course, the HELP4TN program often
serves as a first stop for Tennesseans seeking legal help. But given the complexity of many employment law
problems and the fact that few pro bono service providers in the state handle them, this data suggests a serious
gap between employment-related legal needs in the state and available resources. 

While federal and state agencies such as the EEOC, US DOL, and the Tennessee Bureau of Workers’
Compensation are charged by statute with receiving and processing complaints of violations of workplace laws,
helpline call data from TALS suggests that many individuals with workplace problems do not invoke those
agencies. Among the 473 workers who reached out to the TALS helpline or to Tennessee Free Legal Answers
with an employment issue, only 15% reported they had notified or contacted a government agency regarding
this issue. Over 85% of callers with the knowledge and ability to contact a legal services hotline had not
communicated with a government agency about their work-related legal problem.

These numbers, combined with the success of several TALS-facilitated efforts to open lines of communication
between the civil justice community and workplace law enforcement agencies, suggest that another potential
avenue for future exploration may be the development or deepening of relationships and sharing of information
between legal aid providers and state and federal labor agencies such as USDOL – Wage and Hour Division, the
EEOC, the Tennessee Human Rights Commission, and TDLWD.
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This report lays a foundation for dialogue and conversation amongst Tennessee’s civil justice
stakeholders about the employment-related legal needs of the state’s low-wage worker
population. Work is tightly tied to housing, health, and community, and work-related needs
precipitate other civil legal needs. Beyond the positive impact that legal services can generate
for an individual affected worker, the provision of legal representation in an employment matter
can also generate positive outcomes for other workers affected by the problem at the worksite.
Many workers might be impacted by the same legal issue and addressing that issue could stem
violations of employment rights and all of the social, economic, and legal problems that often
follow such violations. 

Moreover, prioritization of work-related legal needs within the state’s civil justice agenda serves
the community’s interest in the public law enforcement. State and federal workplace statutes
reflect legislative efforts to balance the needs of employers and workers in our modern society.
Without meaningful enforcement of those statutes, the public’s interest in upholding that
balance suffers. 

While there are no simple solutions to the access-to-justice challenges facing low-wage workers
in Tennessee, this report creates an opening for dialogue and suggests several possible avenues
for beginning to address them.

2

CONCLUSION
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